Billiard University (BU) Instructional Products
Information and order form (with discounted prices)

check
the box
for each
item you
want

Product and Price

Description

Illustrated Principles of Pool and Billiards book

□
regular price: $14.95 + $5.00 S&H

Book Camp price: $12
(and signed by Dr. Dave)

Instructional book by Dr. Dave for learning the principles and
techniques of pool and billiards. The book covers everything from
fundamentals (stance, stroke, aiming methods, etc.) to advanced
techniques (English, carom shots, jump and masse shots, etc.), and
is appropriate for players of all levels. The book is very well
illustrated, including:
• over 250 color photographs and illustrations.
• over 80 clearly presented principles of the game.

Illustrated Principles of Pool and Billiards DVD

□
regular price: $24.95 + $3.50 S&H

Book Camp price: $20

□
regular price: $84.95 + $5.50 S&H

Book Camp price: $75

□
regular price: $84.95 + $5.50 S&H

Book Camp price: $75

Companion instructional video by Dr. Dave containing explanations,
illustrations, and demonstrations of all of the principles and
techniques presented in the book.
Super-slow-motion video
demonstrations, filmed with a special high-frame-rate camera, are
also included.
• 1 hour and 12 minutes of illustrations, examples, tips, and
demonstrations.
• over 100 demonstrations and super-slow-motion clips.

How To Aim Pool Shots (HAPS) DVDs
3-DVD series with co-author Bob Jewett. HAPS covers cut-shot
aiming systems, how to adjust for cut-induced throw, how to aim
without guessing when using english (sidespin), and how to aim
specialty shots including caroms, kisses, combos, rail cut shots, and
elevated cue shots. Also included are numerous simple but effective
systems for aiming kick and bank shots. HAPS is the definitive
reference for pool and billiards aiming systems ... the aiming
instructional videos everybody has been waiting for.

Billiard University (BU) Instruction Series DVDs
3-DVD series with co-author Randy Russell providing a methodical
training program and pool workout.
The BU DVDs contain
instruction on techniques and aiming systems that can help raise
one’s game to the next level.
The DVDs cover important
fundamentals including pre-shot routine, stance, and stroke; and
they also cover the basics of cue-ball control, useful kick and bank
shot diamond systems, and the break and other skill shot
techniques. The DVDs also offer advice and guidance concerning
how to practice and learn strategies for achieving the highest scores
possible on the BU playing-ability exams.
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Video Encyclopedia of Pool Shots (VEPS) DVDs

□

5-DVD series by Dr. Dave and Tom Ross, covering 750 shots in 50
different categories, including 250 useful "gems" of the game.
Topics include: basic shot making and cue ball control (Disc I),
English and position play (Disc II); safety play and strategy (Disc III);
banks, kicks, and advanced shots (Disc IV); and skill and specialty
shots (Disc V). VEPS reveals all of pool’s “secrets” and covers
every type of shot, principle, and technique important in the game.

entire set

□

individual
discs
(list #’s):
_______

regular price:
$29.95 + $3.50 S&H each
$134.95 + $6.50 S&H (set with case)

Book Camp price:
$25 each or $115 for the set

5-DVD series by Dr. Dave and Bob Jewett covering over 175 drills
and challenges in 30 different categories. VEPP is an organized
and methodical training program and pool workout. It teaches you
how to develop, assess, and track progress of skills in all aspects of
your game. It is the most comprehensive collection of drills ever
published. VEPP provides everything you need to elevate your
game to the next level, and is an excellent companion to VEPS
series. VEPS shows you everything possible at the table, and VEPP
shows you how to develop the skills required to execute the VEPS
shots with confidence.

entire set

□

_______

regular price:
$29.95 + $3.50 S&H each
$134.95 + $6.50 S&H (set with case)

Book Camp price:
$25 each or $115 for the set

entire set

□

_______

Disc I - Fundamentals and Basic Position Control
Disc II - Position Control and English
Disc III - Patterns and Safety Play
Disc IV - Banks, Kicks, and Advanced Shots
Disc V - Challenges, Games, and Advice

Video Encyclopedia of Eight Ball (VEEB) DVDs
5-DVD series with co-author Bob Jewett covering all of the skills,
knowledge and strategy you need to excel at 8-ball. A perfect set for
a serious 8-ball league player who wants to bring their game to the
next level. VEEB covers game strategy, position play, CB control,
combination shots, carom shots, kiss shots, cluster shots, kick and
bank shots, throw shots, safety play, jump shots, the break, endgame situations, rules and fouls, and numerous run-out examples
with detailed explanations. VEEB covers all intricacies of this
wonderful game and will help you expand your repertoire of shots,
become an effective offensive and defensive player, and learn how
to run-out and win more often.

□

individual
discs
(list #’s):

from Tom Simpson (BCA Master Instructor and ACS Level 4 Instructor/Coach):
"In my opinion, this is the greatest single resource for players ever created.
Packed with knowledge, clear demonstrations, simple explanations, and good
pool sense."

Video Encyclopedia of Pool Practice (VEPP) DVDs

□

individual
discs
(list #’s):

from Gerda Hofstatter (WPBA professional; US, European, and World Champion):
"VEPS is the most comprehensive work on the game of pool I have seen. It is
extremely educating, concise, and entertaining. Everyone who loves pool and
wants to improve their understanding of the game should study it. I am
recommending it to everyone I know."

regular price:
$29.95 + $3.50 S&H each
$134.95 + $6.50 S&H (set with case)

Book Camp price:
$25 each or $115 for the set

Disc I - Fundamentals and Basic Position Control
Disc II - Position Control and English
Disc III - Patterns and Safety Play
Disc IV - Banks, Kicks, and Advanced Shots
Disc V - Challenges, Games, and Advice
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Video Encyclopedia of Nine-ball and Ten-ball (VENT)
DVDs

□

entire set

□

individual
discs
(list #’s):
_______

regular price:
$29.95 + $3.50 S&H each
$134.95 + $6.50 S&H (set with case)

Book Camp price:
$25 each or $115 for the set

5-DVD series with co-author Bob Jewett covering all of the skills,
knowledge and strategy you need to excel at 9-ball and 10-ball. A
perfect set for a serious 9-ball or 10-ball league or tournament player
who wants to bring their game to the next level. VENT covers
breaking and racking strategy and patterns, basic game strategy,
position play and english, equipment differences, smart safety play,
end-game situations, advanced principles/shots/strategies, and runout examples with detailed explanations. VENT will help you break
like a champion, control the CB better with english, master safety
play and defensive strategy, expand your repertoire of shots, and
run-out and win more often.
Disc I - The Break
Disc II - Basic Strategy
Disc III - Position Play and English
Disc IV - Safety Play
Disc V - Advanced Principles, Shots, Strategies

"Got English?" T-Shirt

□

T-shirt including an illustration of a sidespin (english) shot along with
accurate math/physics equations (from TP A.31, TP A.4, and TP
A.14) describing the effects of squirt, swerve, and throw that occur
when using sidespin. The shirt is a preshrunk and durable Gildan
Heavy 100% cotton T-shirt. It is available in standard men’s sizes
(S, M, L, XL, XXL, XXXL). The only color option offered is white ink
on a black shirt, and the art is on the front.

size:

_______

regular price:
$23.95 + $4.50 S&H each

Book Camp price:
$20
System for Aiming
With Sidespin

System for Aiming With Sidespin (SAWS) DVDs

(SAWS)

8

□

runtime:
1 hr 22 min

8
© 2019
Dr. Dave Alciatore

V I DEO

More information at:
DrDaveBilliards.com

regular price:
$29.95 + $3.50 S&H

Book Camp price:
$25

SAWS is a new and more effective system for aiming with sidespin.
It covers how to compensate for cue ball deflection and throw,
allowing you to aim sidespin shots accurately and consistently with
confidence. And you can use any cue, any bridge length, and any
shooting style. SAWS can also be combined with any existing cut
shot aiming system. Topics include: back-hand english (BHE), fronthand english (FHE), parallel english (PE), natural pivot length, the
SAWS BHE-FHE calibration system, and adjusting for throw.
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□

Personalized Technique Analysis

Private online video (viewable only by you or others you choose)
with detailed analysis (narration and graphics) created and posted
by Dr. Dave after the Boot Camp.

$95

For additional info, testimonials and reviews, and excerpts, go to: DrDaveBilliards.com
To order at the special BU Summer School price, select what you want above
and give the form to Dr. Dave before the end of Day 2.
Name: ________________________________________________________
Total Amount (due in Day 3 by cash, check, or credit card): _____________________
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